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Our Story
Founded by a mom and teacher, iPlay, iLearn’s mission is to produce toys that facilitate
and extend play, a critical building block for child development. The company values

high-quality entertaining products that are fundamentally designed to help kids learn
and grow through fun-- all at affordable prices.

Brand Concept
iPlay, iLearn utilizes its creative in-house design team to visualize and originate fun,
colorful toy designs that children will love. We stress the importance of product safety

and design in all of our toys. All of our products go through rigorous testing at third
party CPSC approved laboratories to meet all consumer products requirements.

Mission
Fully meet the needs of children, so that they can develop the most necessary skills
for the 21st century：Collaboration & Teamwork, Creativity & Imagination, Critical
Thinking & Problem-Solving.
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Bouncy Pals
Bouncy Dog

Item #: BPD-24
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850033776058
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The Bouncy Dog sports a soft and cuddly coat made from ultra-soft plush fabric. Plush
cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine washable. The cute design will make you
want to cuddle and pet this Bouncy Dog and it's safe for little ones to bounce on it too! At a
larger size than other Bouncy Pals, this Bouncy Dog is designed for larger kids and for more
strenuous play.

Bouncy Triceratops

Item #: BTP-23
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850033776010
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Bouncy Triceratops sports a green coat with 3 horns made from ultra-soft plush fabric. Plush
cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine washable. With its cute horns and the
distinct frill on the back of its head, this Bouncy Triceratops is sure to be a favorite among
young dinosaur fans. This Bouncy Pal is ideal for little ones learning how to bounce!
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Bouncy Pals
Bouncy Fox

Item #: BFX-22
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850033776003
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Bouncy Fox sports an orange coat with pointed ears and a cute tail made from ultrasoft plush fabric. Plush cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine washable.
The vivid color and design will attract your attention easily, and it is ideal for little ones
learning how to bounce!
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Bouncy Pals
Bouncy Bull

Item #: HPB-04
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850006959075
Bouncy Bull sports a blue coat made from ultra-soft plush fabric. Plush cover can
be unzipped to remove and is machine washable. With a stable 4-legged design, a
stocky body and two extra-long horns for grasping, this Bouncy Pal is ideal for young
toddlers learning to bounce!

Bouncy Dairy Cow

Item #: HHC-14
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850019228304
Bouncy Dairy Cow sports a distinctive white and black patched coat made from ultrasoft plush fabric. Plush cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine washable.
With a stable 4-legged design and two horns for grasping, this Bouncy Pal is ideal for
young toddlers learning to bounce!
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Bouncy Pals
Bouncy Brown Horse

Item #: BHB-13
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850019228908
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Bouncy Brown Horse sports a brown coat with a fluffy mane and tail made from ultrasoft plush fabric. Plush cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine washable.
With a stable 4-legged design and two long ears for grasping, this
Bouncy Pal is ideal for young toddlers learning to bounce!

Bouncy White Horse

Item #: BHW-16
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850019228946
Bouncy White Horse sports a white coat decorated with flowers and hearts made
from ultra-soft plush fabric. Plush cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine
washable. With a stable 4-legged design and two long ears for grasping, this loveable
Bouncy Pal is ideal for young toddlers learning to bounce!
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Bouncy Pals
Bouncy Two-Headed
Purple Dragon

Item #: HPD-08
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850006959532
Bouncy Two-Headed Purple Dragon sports a purple coat and a set of wings made
from ultra-soft plush fabric. Plush cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine
washable. With a stable 4-legged design, two wings, and two heads for grasping, this
Bouncy Pal is a fun and creative addition to any home!

Bouncy Two-Headed
Blue Dragon

Item #: HPD-05
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850006959204
Bouncy Two-Headed Blue Dragon sports a blue coat and a set of wings made from
ultra-soft plush fabric. Plush cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine
washable. With a stable 4-legged design, two wings, and two heads for grasping, this
Bouncy Pal is a fun and creative addition to any home!
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Bouncy Pals
Bouncy Shark

Item #: HPS-09
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850019228229
Bouncy Grey Shark sports a slick grey & white coat made from ultra-soft plush fabric.
Plush cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine washable. With a rounded
design, three fins, a tail, and safety handles for grasping, this Bouncy Pal is a must
have for young fans of the ocean!

Bouncy Whale

Item #: HPW-10
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850019228236
Bouncy Whale sports a blue & white coat made from ultra-soft plush fabric. Plush
cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine washable. With a rounded design,
two stabilizing fins, and water spout safety handle for grasping, this Bouncy Pal is a
must have for young fans of the ocean!
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Bouncy Pals
Bouncy Hammerhead

Item #: BHH-19
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850019228991
Bouncy Hammerhead Shark sports a blue & white coat made from ultra-soft plush
fabric. Plush cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine washable. With a
rounded design, two stabilizing fins, and safety handles for grasping, this Bouncy Pal
is a must have for young shark fans!

Bouncy Gator

Item #: HPG-11
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850019228243
Bouncy Gator sports a green coat made from ultra-soft plush fabric. Plush cover can
be unzipped to remove and is machine washable. With a rounded design, four short
legs, and safety handles for grasping, this Bouncy Pal is a must have for fans of Crocs
and Gators!
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Bouncy Pals
Bouncy Zebra

Item #: BPZ-17
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850019228960
Bouncy Zebra sports a white and black striped coat made from ultra-soft plush fabric.
Plush cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine washable. With a stable
4-legged design and two long ears for grasping, this stylish Bouncy Pal is ideal for
young toddlers learning to bounce!

Bouncy Flamingo

Item #: BPF-20
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850019228984
Bouncy Flamingo sports a tropical pink coat made from ultra-soft plush fabric. Plush
cover can be unzipped to remove, and is machine washable. With a rounded design,
two soft plush legs, a long neck and safety handles for grasping, this Bouncy Pal is a
colorful addition to any home!
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Bouncy Pals
Bouncy Unicorn

Item #: HPU-03
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850006959068
Bouncy Unicorn sports a white coat and fluffy rainbow mane and tail made from ultrasoft plush fabric. Plush cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine washable.
With a stable 4-legged design, two wings, and a magical horn for grasping, this
colorful Bouncy Pal is sure to brighten and delight!
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Limited Edition
Bouncy Skeleton Horse

Item #: BSH-18
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850019228953
Bouncy Skeleton Horse sports a black coat with white bones made from ultra-soft
plush fabric. Plush cover can be unzipped to remove and is machine washable. With
a stable 4-legged design and two long ears for grasping, this spooky Bouncy Pal is
ideal for young toddlers learning to bounce!
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Wrist Pals
These soft plush Wrist Pals also double as a slap bracelet that can be worn on your
wrist or attached to backpacks, suitcases, strollers,
or the side of a crib!
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Wrist Pals
Fox Wrist Pal
This soft plush Fox doubles as
a slap bracelet that can be worn
on your wrist or attached to
backpacks, suitcases, strollers, or
the side of a crib. Take your Wrist
Pal with you and easily keep track
of this soft plush toy by attaching
it to any sort of handle!
Item #: WPF-04
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850033776102
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Dairy Cow Wrist Pal
This soft plush Dairy Cow doubles
as a slap bracelet that can be
worn on your wrist or attached to
backpacks, suitcases, strollers, or
the side of a crib. Take your Wrist
Pal with you and easily keep track
of this soft plush toy by attaching
it to any sort of handle!
Item #: WPC-03
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850033776096
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Wrist Pals
Unicorn Wrist Pal
This soft plush Unicorn doubles
as a slap bracelet that can be
worn on your wrist or attached to
backpacks, suitcases, strollers, or
the side of a crib. Take your Wrist
Pal with you and easily keep track
of this soft plush toy by attaching
it to any sort of handle!
Item #: WPU-01
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850033776072
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Brown Horse Wrist Pal
T h i s s o f t p l u s h B ro w n H o r s e
doubles as a slap bracelet that
can be wor n on your wrist or
attached to backpacks, suitcases,
strollers, or the side of a crib. Take
your Wrist Pal with you and easily
keep track of this soft plush toy by
attaching it to any sort of handle!
Item #: WPH-06
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850033776126
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Wrist Pals
Reindeer Wrist Pal
This soft plush Reindeer doubles
as a slap bracelet that can be
worn on your wrist or attached to
backpacks, suitcases, strollers, or
the side of a crib. Take your Wrist
Pal with you and easily keep track
of this soft plush toy by attaching
it to any sort of handle!
Item #: WPR-05
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850033776119
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Bull Wrist Pal
This soft plush Bull doubles as
a slap bracelet that can be worn
on your wrist or attached to
backpacks, suitcases, strollers, or
the side of a crib. Take your Wrist
Pal with you and easily keep track
of this soft plush toy by attaching
it to any sort of handle!
Item #: WPB-02
MOQ:6
UPC: 850033776089
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Baby
10Pcs Baby Rattles

Item #: BRA-01
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850019228700
10Pcs Bright colored Rattles/Teethers for different stages of baby’s development.
Each rattle has different grips, shapes and tasks to assist in fine motor skills. Variety of
textures will assist in tactile development of touch, taste and smell. Numerous sounds
will expand babies’ sensory experiences, colors and patterns help eye tracking skills.

Plush Baby Rattles

Item #: PBR-03
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850019228724
4 cute, soft plush animal rattles with soft plush house to store rattles. Adorable farm
stuffed animals bring endless happiness for newborn baby infants. Bright Colors helps
develop your baby's eye tracking skills. Squeeze for fun sounds to promote hearing
development.
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Baby
Music Turtle

Item #: MCT-04
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850019228731
Explore four play modes that teach about happy songs, cute patterns, count numbers
and ABC letters. And the turtle will crawl with the happy songs and encourage young
ones to crawl with it. This bilingual (ENG/ESP) early learning toy helps to teach
counting and letters. Practice fine finger skills by pressing different buttons.

Music Bus

Item #: MCB-05
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850019228748
Press the music button to play 8 different nursery rhymes such as The Wheels on
the Bus. Plus, flashing lights and dancing drivers will delight young children. Omnidirectional wheels on the bus allow it to drive in any direction and automatically avoid
obstacles.
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Baby
Duck Plush Stacking Rings

Item #: PSR-06
MOQ: 6
UPC:850019228755
Soft plush Duckling Stacking Rings. Cutely crafted with 6 rings including a beeping
duck, a windmill rattle, a sunflower rattle, a teether ring, and a crinkle ring. Vibrant
colors and multiple playing rings help develop color recognition, fine motor skills,
counting skills, and spatial reasoning in your little loved one.

Dinosaur Rattles

Item #: DBR-07
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850019228762
5Pcs colored Rattles/Teethers for different stages of your baby's development. AgeSpecific design for your lovely baby. Great size for baby's small hands. They're easy
to hold. Each rattle corresponds to a dinosaur shape. Bright colors stimulate the
baby's vision.
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Baby
Stacking Cups

Item #: STC-08
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850019228779
Stacking & Nesting Cups with shape sorter container, 18 pieces in total. Your baby
can stack & nest cups, identify colors, differentiate sizes, match shapes and study
numbers. Helps develop kids' fine-motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and problemsolving skills. Stack cups & container to build a castle up to 28 inches in height.
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Activities
World Map Puzzle

Item #: JPW-01
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850006959099
36 sturdy, World Map Puzzle pieces are perfect sized for little hands to grasp.
Continents, oceans, animals, and geography themed with informational Guidebook
included. Unique, circular design and wood made. 19” diameter when completed.

Solar System Puzzle

Item #: JPS-02
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850006959105
48 sturdy, Solar System Puzzle pieces are perfect sized for little hands to grasp.
Planets, space, and astronaut themed with informational Guidebook included. Unique,
circular design and wood made. 19” diameter when completed.
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Activities
Musical Instrument Set

Item #: MIS-01
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850006959198
7- Piece Musical Instrument Set includes: Drum, Recorder, Trumpet, Harmonica,
Tambourine, and Maracas. Helps young ones develop their sense of rhythm
while igniting a love of music. Drum doubles as a storage /carrying case. Easy to
personalize.
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Activities
Soft Number Bowling Set

Item #: BWL-12
MOQ: 8
UPC: 850006959006

This Number Bowling Set is soft and lightweight for safte, quiet play. 12 Piece Set
includes: (10) 7.5" Bowling Pins, (2) 3" Bowling Balls. Encourages active play while
teaching numbers, colors, & more. Squishsble, safe, non-toxic materials.
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Activities
Musical Train Set

Item #: MTS-03
MOQ: 5
UPC: 850033776034
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The musical train set includes a locomotive train, two railroad cars, a train track and two
sets of blocks. The train emits soft music when in motion and the building blocks can be
used to build fun structures. The set also includes a Challenge Game to match the puzzle
blocks to the slots on the train cars. It’s the perfect gift for young train lovers.

Dinosaur Train Adventure

Item #: DTA-04
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850033776041
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The unique dinosaur-themed train set for little ones who are obsessed with dinosaurs and
have curiosity to discover the world. This set includes 2 toy trains, 4 switch levers, and 8
checkpoints with no batteries needed! Turn/press/pull the levers to trigger the bridges and
switches to help the trains along their way. Great for an amusing way to teach cause and
effect.
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Vehicles
Road Work Construction Set

Item #: CSA-02
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850006959129
79 Piece Construction Set with roadwork accessories. 7 Vehicles (3 add-ons for
Grader- Blade, Fork Lift, and Scoop): Detailed compartments. Made of safe, highquality plastic & alloy. Handy 12" X 6" X 6" storage box can be converted into an
interlocking constrution site.

Skyscraper Constrution Set

Item #: CSB-03
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850006959181
55 Piece Skyscraper Construction Set with changeable parts & accessories. 5
Vehicles bodies with 2 add-on accessories, 1 mega-crane. Detailed compartments.
Made of safe, high-quality plastic & alloy. Handy 12" X 6" X 6" storage box can be
converted into an interlocking constrution site.
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Vehicles
Fire Rescue Set

Item #: FTS-01
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850006959112
85 Piece Rescue Set includes 5 Vehicles, 1 Tower, 1 Mega-crane, plus various signs,
cones & barriers to simulate training & firefighting. Crane and Extending Ladder on
truck rotates 360°. 12" X 6" X 6" storage box can be converted into an interlocking
construction site.

Cargo & Trucking Set

Item #: CTS-04
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850019228267
64 Piece Cargo & Trucking Set with changeable parts & accessories. 6 Vehicles, 1
gantry crane and many add-on and stand-alone accessories. Detailed compartments.
Made of safe, high-quality plastic & alloy. Handy 12" X 6" X 6" storage box can be
converted into an interlocking constrution site.
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Vehicles
Take-A-Part
Construction Set

Item #: TAS-07
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850006959495
35+ Pieces. Have fun taking apart and reassembling this Construction Vehicle Set.
Includes 2 take-a-part vehicles, a Dump Truck and Excavator, plus 1 screwdriver, & 3
additional screws. Learn and play at the same time. Durable, non-toxic materials
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Vehicles
Vintage Take-Apart Vehicles

Item #: VTA-09
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850033776027
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85 Piece Rescue Set includes 5 Vehicles, 1 Tower, 1 Mega-crane, plus various signs,
cones & barriers to simulate training & firefighting. Crane and Extending Ladder on
truck rotates 360°. 12" X 6" X 6" storage box can be converted into an interlocking
construction site.
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Sports & Outdoor
2 in 1 RC Baseball & Tennis Play Set
Item #: STB-02
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850006959143

2 in 1 RC Baseball & Tennis Play Set includes: 1 Pitching Machine, 1 Remote-Control
Baseball Bat, 1 Tennis racket, and 6 Soft EVA Balls. Balls pitch every 5-7 seconds
on automatic. Teaches visual processing, concentration, sports ability and handeye coordination. Adjustable angles for floor or raised setups. Can be used inside or
outside.
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Sports & Outdoor
Golf Play Set
Item #: SPG-04
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850006959556

Includes:1 Self-Loading Ball-to-Tee Trainer, 15 Soft Golf Balls, 1 Adjustable
Club, and 3 Interchangeable Club Heads (2 Drivers left and right handed, 1 universal
Putter). Balls can be stored in the base of the trainer. Develops hand-eye coordination,
full body balance, gross-motor skills, patience & concentration.

Baseball Rocket Pitch

Item #: SPB-03
MOQ: 6
UPC: 850006959150

Enjoy the feeling of having a batting cage right in your backyard with this Pop-Up
Baseball Play Set. Balls come out in 5-second intervals. Set includes: 1 Pitching
Machine, 5 Soft EVA balls, and 1 lightweight Baseball Bat.
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Sports & Outdoor
Blue Flynoculars

Item #: FLN-01
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850006959570
Look up in the sky! Is it a bird, a plane? Too far to see? No Problem! Grab your
Flynoculars to get a better look! With 4x magnification, these safe acrylic lenses will
protect your eyes and prevent dizziness. Birdwatching, sporting events, and camping
are just a few activities you will want to have these stylish aviator themed Binoculars
with you. Inludes binoculars with propeller fan, sticker pack and lanyard.

Red Flynoculars

Item #: FLN-02
MOQ: 4
UPC: 850006959587
Look up in the sky! Is it a bird, a plane? Too far to see? No Problem! Grab your
Flynoculars to get a better look! With 4x magnification, these safe acrylic lenses will
protect your eyes and prevent dizziness. Birdwatching, sporting events, and camping
are just a few activities you will want to have these stylish aviator themed Binoculars
with you. Inludes binoculars with propeller fan, sticker pack and lanyard.
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Flynoculars

Sports & Outdoor
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www.iplayilearntoys.com

@iplayilearntoys

@iplayilearntoys

@BouncyPals

sales@iplayilearntoys.com

213-709-1255

US Office:

IPLAY ILEARN INC
225 S 6th St STE 3900
Minneapolis, MN 55402
China Office:

370 Lianyi Road, Bldg 77
Baoshan District,
SH, China 201906

